
Tocilizumab (TOC) is NOT recommended for management of COVID-19 outside of clinical trials (IDSA 2020, NIH 2020).1,2 Preliminary, unpublished data from a randomized, controlled trial failed to demonstrate benefit.2 Additional clinical trials are needed to inform research on the effectiveness of treatment with TOC for patients with COVID-19.1

COVACTA: The first available global, randomized, placebo-controlled trial (RCT) designed to evaluate the safety and efficacy of TOC in 438 hospitalized adults with severe COVID-19 pneumonia failed to demonstrate a benefit in survival or clinical status at 28 days compared to placebo. The primary endpoint, clinical status, was measured by a seven-point ordinal scale based on need for supplemental oxygen, ICU, and ventilator support. Mortality in the TOC group (19.7%) was similar to placebo (19.4%). Additional secondary outcomes require prospective evaluation - median time to discharge was 8 days shorter with TOC compared to placebo, and median duration of ICU stay was 5.8 days shorter compared to placebo. Use of steroids was more common with placebo (54.9%) than TOC (36%) but mortality was similar across treatment groups, irrespective of steroid use. Adverse effects were similar between treatment groups. Additional clinical trials ongoing. Uncontrolled reports – see below.

Summary: Tocilizumab cannot be recommended for management of severe COVID-pneumonia at this time. A multi-center RCT failed to demonstrate a benefit in mortality or clinical outcomes.3 Internal data suggests risk of bacterial infection and viral reactivation following TOC / steroid administration.4

**Decision to use TOC must meet the following criteria:**

- COVID-19 positive lab result.
- Progression of oxygen requirements by GREATER THAN 4L despite best available therapy (i.e. steroids, remdesivir).
- Evaluation of underlying infection risk.
- Critical Care (or pulmonary) AND Infectious Diseases agreement required for ALL patients – irrespective of patient location (ICU / non-ICU).
- At least two of the following biomarkers:
  - Ferritin > 1250 ng/mL; LDH > 400 unit/L; CRP > 5 mg/dL; D-dimer > 3 mg/L; Progressive lymphopenia (ALC ≤600)
  - Additional Required Labs Prior to Verification (Do not need to await results): IL-6 level, Quantiferon, Chronic hepatitis panel

**Dose:** Tocilizumab 400mg IV x 1. Doses greater than 400mg and repeat doses are not recommended and must be approved by one of the physicians listed below.

- Universal HSV prophylaxis is advised following TOC administration.4 Suggested dose: valacyclovir 500mg PO BID or acyclovir 400mg PO BID or 200mg IV daily. Suggested duration: 4 weeks.
- Use of tocilizumab with baricitinib is discouraged.
- Pharmacists will review all COVID-related TOC orders against criteria and notify physicians of additional requirements prior to order verification.

**Use outside of criteria above will be handled on a case by case basis with ID Medical Staff Leadership prior to drug release:**

- Wisconsin: MD Brummitt, MD (414-222-1438); J Meidl, MD (414-222-7753). Illinois: R Citronberg, MD (PerfectServe).
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